DETERMINED MOM: Patricia Cervantes, whose daughter Neyra was murdered in Ciudad Juárez, waits to speak to a delegation of visiting U.S. congressmen on Oct. 11.; PHOTOGRAPHER: Jorge Uzon AFP/Getty Images; THE DISAPPEARED: Crosses mark an area on the outskirts of Ciudad Juarez where some of the women's bodies have been dumped.; PHOTOGRAPHER: Reuters; IN MEMORY: Women's rights activist [Esther Chavez], here at a Sept. 26 [Mercado Juarez] commemoration, will attend a UCLA conference on the murders that runs today through Sunday.; PHOTOGRAPHER: Jose Luis Magana For The Times; NOT FORGOTTEN: Hundreds of young women have been murdered or have disappeared in and around Ciudad Juarez, Mexico, in the last decade.; PHOTOGRAPHER: Reuters; A2 Gabriela Acosta, whose sister is missing, walks with her son past crosses erected in memory of hundreds of young women who have been killed or have disappeared in Ciudad Juarez, Mexico, in the last decade.

Parents and advocates will meet this weekend at UCLA for a conference called "The Maquiladora Murders, or Who Is Killing the Women of Juarez?"; PHOTOGRAPHER: Reuters
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